=Beylerbeyi (GB)
Bay Colt; Mar 03, 2020

Green Desert, 83 b
		Danzig, 77 b
=Rafha (GB), 87 b
		Foreign Courier, 79 b
=Shamardal, 02 b
		=Kris (GB), 76 ch
=Gherdaiya (GB), 13 b
		=Eljazzi, 81 b
=First Fleet, 98 ch
		Giant’s Causeway, 97 ch

By INVINCIBLE SPIRIT (IRE) (1997). Hwt. older horse in Ireland, Stakes winner of $374,711 USA in England and Ireland, Stanley Leisure Sprint Cup [G1], etc. Sire of 17 crops of racing age, 2161 foals, 1773 starters, 141 stakes winners, 13 champions, 1208 winners of 3593 races and earning $106,977,488 USA, including Fleeting Spirit (IRE) (European Champion, $1,216,865 USA, Darley July Cup [G1], etc.), Indelible Ink (Horse of the year in Saudi Arabia, $565,961 USA), Hooran (European Champion, $326,750 USA, Adnams Cheveley Park S. [G1], etc.), Moonlight Cloud (GB) (Hwt. 11 times in Europe and France, $2,250,214 USA, Prix du Haras de Fresnay-le-Buffard-Jacques Le Marois [G1], etc.).

1st dam
=Gherdaiya (GB), by Shamardal. 2 wins at 2 in FR, $45,897 (USA), 3rd Prix d'Aumale [G3]. Sister to
=FRENCH NAVY (GB). Dam of 4 foals, 2 to race, 2 winners--
=Subahiyah (IRE) (f. by =Le Havre (IRE)). Winner at 2 and 3, 2022 in FR, $71,646 (USA), 2nd Prix Sauternes'S Cup - 166eme Derby du Midi [L].
=Shershab (FR) (g. by =Shalaa (IRE)). Winner at 2 and 3 in FR, $23,964 (USA).
=Beylerbeyi (GB) (c. by =Invincible Spirit (IRE)). See below.

2nd dam
FIRST FLEET, by Woodman. 3 wins at 2 and 3 in FR, $51,124 (USA), La Coupe des Pouliches [L], 2nd Prix Occitanie-Prix du Casino d'Arcachon [L]. Half-sister to Scottago ($215,763, 3rd American Derby [G2] (AP, $27,500), etc.). Dam of 6 winners--
=SEA LORD (IRE) (g. by $Cape Cross (IRE)). 14 wins, 2 to 8 in ENG and IRE, $512,378 (USA), Totesport.com Sovereign S. [G3].
=Gherdaiya (GB) (f. by Shamardal). Black type placed winner, see above.
Botany Bay (g. by Storm Cat). 3 wins at 4 and 5, $16,164(USA).
=Tower of Pisa (FR) (f. by Golden Horn (GB)). Winner at 3 in IRE, $9,687 (USA).
=Sydney Cove (IRE) (g. by $Cape Cross (IRE)). Winner at 5 in ENG, $8,682 (USA).
=Kon Tiki (GB) (f. by Red Ransom). Placed at 2 in ENG. Dam of--
=RED BARON (IND) (g. by Ad Valorem). 5 wins at 3 and 4 in IND, Kimmene Bangalore Derby [LR].
=Al Nofor (IRE) (f. by Shamardal). Placed in 2 starts at 3 in ENG. Producer.

3rd dam
Frankova, by Nureyev. Placed at 3 in FR, $7,955 (USA). Half-sister to ASSATIS ($639,850 (USA), Gran Premio del Jockey Club e Coppa d'Oro [G1], etc., sire), WARRSHAN ($125,928 (USA), Gordon S. [G3], etc., sire), RAZEEN ($106,665 (USA), NM Financial Predominate S. [L], etc., Leading sire 5 times in India, Leading broodmare sire 10 times in India), Secret Prospector ($131,749, 2nd Paumonok H. [L] (AQU, $15,356), etc., sire). Dam of 3 winners--
FIRST FLEET (f. by Woodman). Black type winner, see above.
Lady Sax (f. by General Meeting). Winner in 1 start at 3, $11,400. Dam of--
Franca (f. by Seeking the Gold). Unplaced in 2 starts in IRE. Dam of--
=Hagino Lucere (JPN) (f. by =Dance in the Dark (JPN)). 2 wins at 2 in JPN, $403,066 (USA), 3rd Hochi Hai Fillies' Revue [LR]. Producer.
=Hagino Felice (JPN) (f. by Sunday Silence). Unraced in Japan. Dam of--
=Hagino Comment (JPN) (c. by Falbrav (IRE)). 3 wins, 2 to 4 in JPN, $501,239 (USA), 3rd Kokura Nisai S. [G3].
Expect to Shine (f. by Mr. Prospector). Unplaced in 2 starts in FR. Dam of--
=I Am Neo (JPN) (f. by =Neo Universe (JPN)). Winner at 2 in JPN, $346,250 (USA), 2nd Fairy S. [G3]. Producer.

4th dam
Secret Asset, by Graustark. Unraced. Half-sister to DANCE NUMBER ($415,418, Beldame S.-G1, etc.),
PRIVATE ACCOUNT ($339,396, Widener H.-G1, etc., Among the leading sires 3 times), Polish Numbers ($80,493, 2nd J. O. Tobin S. (AQU, $10,978), sire). Dam of 7 winners, including--
WARRSHAN (c. by Northern Dancer). 4 wins in 8 starts at 2 and 3 in ENG, $125,928 (USA), Gordon S. [G3], NM Financial Predominate S. [L], 3rd Great Voltigeur S. [G2], Hoover Cumberland Lodge S. [G3], Dalham Chester Vase S. [G3]. Sire.
Hidden Dreams (GB) (f. by Soviet Star). Winner at 3 in FR, $8,593 (USA).
=HIDEBOUND (ARG) (f. by Grand Slam). 5 wins in 9 starts at 2 and 3 in ARG, $74,134 (USA), Olavarria [G3], Santiago Lawrie [G3], 2nd Estrellas Sprint [G1].
Kristin's Charm (f. by Swain (IRE)). 3 wins, 2 to 4, $88,235, 2nd Silver Spur Breeders' Cup S. [L] (LS, $20,000), 3rd M2 Technology La Senorita S. [L] (RET, $11,000).
Frankova (f. by Nureyev). See above.
Pocket Piece (f. by Diesis (GB)). At 3 in ENG.

RACE RECORD for =Beylerbeyi (GB): Unraced.